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From: Light Sharon P


Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 10:48 AM


To: Paz Holly O


Subject: FW: EO Tax Journal 2013-15


Retirement talk?


From: Lerner Lois G

Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 11:46 AM

To: Light Sharon P


Subject: RE: EO Tax Journal 2013-15


Oh--maybe I can get the DC office job!


Lois G. Lerner

Director of Exempt Organizations


From: Light Sharon P

Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 11:35 AM


To: Lerner Lois G; Paz Holly O; Fish David L

Subject: RE: EO Tax Journal 2013-15


This is the most informative article I’ve read about it – http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2013/01/how -

organizing-for-action-plans-to-keep-obamas-foot-soldiers-enlisted/267384/.


Right now, the Obama campaign site includes info about this new org, featuring a blog from the new executive director


who is leaving the White House to run it from Chicago. They’ll also have a DC office.


Since Priorities USA did not file a 1024, I woul d think they would follow the same self -declaring path here. But maybe


not.


From: Lerner Lois G

Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 11:26 AM

To: Paz Holly O; Fish David L

Cc: Light Sharon P


Subject: RE: EO Tax Journal 2013-15


I know--this is the second article I've read about this. You may want to look for the earlier one -
-it may say whether they intend to apply


Lois G. Lerner

Director of Exempt Organizations


From: Paz Holly O


Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 10:05 AM
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To: Lerner Lois G; Fish David L


Cc: Light Sharon P

Subject: RE: EO Tax Journal 2013-15


I am not aware that we have received this but will check. It is hard to have certainty without the org's EIN though.


From: Lerner Lois G

Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 8:27 AM

To: Paz Holly O; Fish David L

Subject: Fw: EO Tax Journal 2013 -15


Has this org actuAlly come in? If so, do we have it in DC? We need to be careful to make sure we are comfortable. I am


not going to ABA because I am not feeling great so will be in later today. Thanks


Lois G. Lerner--------------------------

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld


From: paul streckfus [mailt ]


Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2013 05:11 AM Eastern Standard Time

To: paul streckfus >


Subject: EO Tax Journal 2013-15


From the Desk of Paul Streckfus,


Editor, EO Tax Journal


Email Update 2013-15 (Thursday, January 24, 2013)

Copyright 2013 Paul Streckfus


1 - New (c)(4) to Supersede DNC?


2 - IRS Denies Organization for Benefitting Musicians a nd Music Companies

________________________________


1 - New (c)(4) to Supersede DNC?


Dem Officials Fret over New Obama Nonprofit

By James Hohmann, Politico, January 23, 2013


Some key Democrats worry that President Obama’s new Organizing for Action group will marginalize the


traditional party apparatus, cannibalizing dollars and volunteers while making it harder to elect down -ballot


candidates.


State party leaders grumbled Tuesday at the Democratic National Committee’s meeting in Washington about a


lack of detail on how exactly the new tax -exempt advocacy organization will work. “It’s still a big question


mark right now,” said Minnesota Democratic chairman Ken Martin. “We were told before the end of this


campaign that all of that [the Obama campaign machi nery] would fold into state parties. Now we’re being told


something different, which is they’re going to set up this 501(c)(4).”


Martin backs the idea of the new structure in theory but worries that the organizations responsible for actually


electing Democrats will get left behind in the chase for donors and activists. “I’m not a dummy,” he said. “I


understand post-Citizens United the necessity to set up vehicles for different types of money to flow, but the
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reality is you can’t strip the party bare and ex pect in four years that we’re going to be able to pick up the pieces


and get a Democrat elected president if you’ve completely stopped building capacity within the party.”


Obama’s White House intends for OFA to serve as a perpetual grass -roots arm, energizing supporters in favor


of the president’s policies. Rather than focus on fundraising and candidates, leaders said last week that they will


engage -- at least initially -- in harnessing Obama’s network of supporters and volunteers. Nonprofit status


allows Obama to raise unlimited money from both individuals and corporations, which the DNC and individual


state parties cannot do. But it prevents OFA from directly participating in elections.


“People are very concerned. They don’t know where it will lead,” sa id North Carolina Democratic Party


Chairman David Parker. “The concerns vary. Nothing in particular, and everything in general.… There’s always


a question of what does a successful reelection campaign do after the show is over. Is there another play to be


involved with? Or what? And we’re in the ‘or what’ stage?”


“I would love to know,” he added. “It’s like the three wise men come to [King] Herod, and Herod says, ‘ Well,


this is really cool. After you find the baby Jesus, come back and tell me where he is so that I too may go


worship,’” Parker added. “Now, was he acting in good faith or did he kill all the children in Bethlehem? I don’t


know how the story ends.”


Other Democratic leaders huddling at the Omni Shoreham Hotel would not go so far on the record the day after


the president’s inauguration, but they view the post -election shuffle with just as much apprehension.


“Essentially, it’s an end run around the DNC and state parties,” said a third state chairman. “For the long -term


health of our party, I don’t think it is the way to go. I don’t think fighting for donors is the way to do it.... We’ve


won five of the last six popular votes in the general elections, so som ething’s working.


“The simple truth of the matter is that OFA 4.0, or whatever it is now, is not going to work to elect our local


legislators,” the chairman added. “It’s not going to work to elect our local governors. It’s going to work to push


the president’s agenda. I come from a state where the president’s not very popular. My elected Democrats are


not always going to line up with him, and getting the activists all juiced up over it doesn’t help elect


Democrats.”


On Sunday, the new group welcomed thous ands of Obama supporters to another Washington hotel for a


“Legacy Conference” to discuss ways they might support the president’s legislative agenda. Indiana Democratic


Chairman Dan Parker welcomes any outside help. He also notes that parties have unique f unctions that cannot


be replicated, including direct coordination with party nominees. “In each state, it’s going to be interesting to


see how they work with the parties because I don’t know if they can,” he said.


DNC Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz, who was reelected unanimously at Tuesday afternoon’s


meeting, pronounced herself “thrilled” by the new arrangement and pledged to “work closely” with OFA.


“Organizing for Action will enable us to keep our volunteers engaged through issue advocacy [and] to help pass


the president’s legislative agenda while training the next generation of grass -roots organizers and leaders,” she


said. “We will march forward with OFA to build the strongest progressive beachhead ever seen by electing


leaders across the country whose values match our hearts and whose determination needs our commitment.”


Behind the scenes, though, the new incarnation of OFA will undoubtedly diminish the DNC’s relevance and


overshadow Wasserman Schultz. Many insiders believe Obama’s decision to al low her to stay on as chairman


for another term suggests a lack of interest in the party as much as a vote of confidence in her leadership.


Separating OFA and the DNC allows the White House to avoid relying on the Florida congresswoman as a


spokeswoman. A poll conducted for the Obama campaign last year ranked Wasserman Schultz dead last as an


effective surrogate. The new model allows those who are actually in Obama’s inner circle to speak for him,
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including Jim Messina (Obama’s former campaign manager who will chair the group), Jon Carson and David


Plouffe. An OFA spokeswoman did not respond to a request for comment.


Many rank-and-file committee members, especially those who do not chair state parties, were much more


positive about the new endeavor. Gus Bi ckford, a Massachusetts national committeeman, noted that OFA and


his state party worked together well during the 2012 election. That was true, he said, even though the Obama


campaign was focused on winning neighboring New Hampshire while the state party’s priority was electing


Elizabeth Warren to the Senate. “We didn’t fight against each other,” he said.


He does not expect infighting for limited resources. “I’m not naïve as to how political fundraising works,” said


Bickford. “From what I do know … I don’t think so … I’m not a person to say it’s a bad thing.”


Oregon national committeewoman Laura Calvo said local Democrats already have lots of experience partnering


with outside advocacy organizations like labor or abortion rights groups. “So far, it’s so br and new that the


word really hasn’t trickled down to something that’s concrete, that you can sit down and read. Personally, I


think it’s pretty exciting,” she said. “Sometimes the structure and the logistics and the priorities don’t quite


match up.… So that causes what I would call hiccups, but there’s never been a major problem as far as I can


see.”


She said her state party, because Oregon’s not a swing state, has a stable structure that could win without


national help in 2012. “We were pretty much left t o our own devices, and the party really pulled through,” said


Calvo. “The more progressive voices there are out there, the better off we are.”


________________________________


2 - IRS Denies Organization for Benefitting Musicians and Music Companies


I recognize that, because of the section 7428 declaratory judgment provisions, the IRS feels compelled to make


all possible arguments in denial letters to (c)(3) applicants, hoping that on judicial review a judge will find an


argument for denial he or she agre es with.


In denial letter 201303018, reprinted below, the IRS’s National Office cites 13 revenue rulings (all from the


sixties and seventies -- the golden age of EO revenue rulings) and four court cases, but did the IRS make its


case? (Aside: why many org anizations don’t protest remains a mystery.)


To me the underlying issue, based on the facts set forth, is whether the applicant is engaged in some sort of


commercial endeavor or something else. Also, I’d like to know more about its funding, which is descr ibed


thusly: “Your primary source of income is from gifts, grants, and contributions. You also receive some income


from membership, consulting, and other fees.” That doesn’t sound like your typical commercial endeavor,


unless the focus is on consulting inc ome. An important factor here may be the statement that “Although Y


software is free, you will charge a flat fee for your hosting services.” Are the hosting services a significant


source of revenue?


In its rationale for denying the applicant, the IRS sta tes: “You do not conduct any public discussion groups,


forums, panels, lectures or similar programs; all of your educational instruction occurs online on your website


and blog.” While this may be true, is the IRS saying more traditional educational program s are favored over


websites and blogs? Surely not. I suppose this sentence needs to be read in context with the next sentence,


which states: “These activities are best described as providing product information and are analogous to a


product manual, which does not rise to the level of educational as required under I.R.C § 501(c)(3).” But this


raises another question: is the IRS saying providing product information is not educational? Are product


manuals not educational and presumably commercial endeavors? I f these two sentences are not head -scratching


enough, the next sentence states: “Furthermore, you are not described in I.R.C. § 501(c)(3) as a charitable
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From: Grodnitzky Steven


Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2010 5:23 PM


To: Lerner Lois G; Choi Robert S


Cc: Letourneau Diane L; Grodnitzky Steven


Subject: SCR Chart


Attachments: SCR report Table 2010 Final.doc


Please find attached a copy of the SCR chart for cases in EO Technical for the period ending April 28, 2010.


Of note, we added one new SCR concerning 2 Tea Party cases that are being worked here in DC. Currently, there are 13

Tea Party cases out in EO Determinations and we are coordinating with them to provide direction as to how to develop

those cases based on our development of the ones in DC. We also closed one significant case last month -- American

Pakistan Foundation -- providing relief to displaced persons in Pakistan.


Steven Grodnitzky

Acting Manager, EO Technical


Rulings and Agreements, TEGE

Internal Revenue Service


phone 

fax 
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EO Technical
Significant Case Report

(April 28, 2010)

Name of

Org/Group

Group

#/Manager

EIN Received Issue Tax Law

Specialist 

Estimated

Completion


Date

Status/Next action

 Prescott Tea Party,

LLC and

Albuquerque Tea

Party, Inc.

2/Ron

Shoemaker

27-0484865

and 
90-0513502

4/2/2010 Whether a tea party organization meets the

requirements under 501(c)(3) and is not

involved in political intervention.

Chip Hull 9/30/2010 One development letter sent, and working on

sending development letter for the second  case.

Also, will coordinate with Cincy as to helping to

develop their cases.

American Pakistan
Foundation

2/Ron

Shoemaker

27-0726675 Cincinnati

10/7/09
EOT

10/22/09

Whether US org formed to provide relief to

displaced persons in Pakistan qualifies for

C3

Jackie

Manasterli

CLOSED TLS is recommending a favorable exemption.

Will coordinate with other foreign -grant making

organizations in the office to ensure consistency.
Case Closed April 2010.

Bluegrass Family

Health

1/Ellen Berick 61-1241101 6/08 Whether HMO operator recognized as

exempt under C4 qualifies for C4 status

Justin Lowe 6/30/2010 Briefing for TEGE Commissioner re -scheduled

for May 14th.

The Calhoun

Academy

2/Ron 
Shoemaker

57-0523954 Cincinnati

8/28/07
EOT 1/8/08 

Whether private school that previously

applied for and was denied C3 status due to

racial discrimination now qualifies .

Meghan 
Wrathall

5/30/2010 Guidance completed review of proposed denial

and then sent back to EOT to make changes

and Guidance will take a final look before

issuance.

Delta Dental of

Delaware

1/ Ellen Berick 51-0228088 Cincinnati

9/22/06
EOT

11/9/06

Whether HMO operator recognized as

exempt under C4 qualifies for C4 status

Justin Lowe 6/30/2010 Coordinate DDD and Bluegrass cases to then

brief TEGE Commissioner  on May 14, 2010.

Emerge Maine,

Emerge Nevada,

Emerge

Massachusetts,

Oregon

1/ Ellen Berick 41-8018017 Cincinnati

1/11/08
EOT
10/9/08

Whether orgs that recruit women belonging

to Democratic party to schools that teach

campaign-related skills qualify for C4 statu s

Siri Buller 6/30/2010 Reviewed by Judy Kindell, send to TEGE

Counsel to ensure consistency  as to litigation

strategy.

EPM Civil Rights

Funds

2/Ron

Shoemaker

26-4582939 Cincinnati

7/16/09
EOT

12/1/09

Whether org that pays travel and interpreter

expenses incurred by attorneys providing

pro bono legal services to Guantanamo

detainees qualifies for C3 status

Andy Strelka 6/30/2010 The TLS reviewed case from Cincy and issued

in April 2010 an additional development letter to

ensure that expenses by attorneys a re not used

for private benefit purposes.

Jewish Giving Online ,

Inc.

3/Ted Lieber 26-3398630 Cincinnati

11/28/08
EOT

7/29/09

Whether TP seeking C3 status for internet

solicitation for foreign orgs is a conduit

and/or provides impermissible private benefit

Peter Holiat 
 

6/30/2010 Submit proposed adverse determination letter to

Guidance after being reviewed by EOT group

reviewer.

Lehman Health Care 3/Ted Lieber 26-6552611 Cincinnati Whether applicant for VEBA status Obi Unknown Need to determine whether bankruptcy litigation
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Trust 4/15/09
EOT

8/26/09

established and funded by subsidiary of org

shortly before org’s bankruptcy qualifies –
whether we cannot rule because bankruptcy

proceedings are pending litigation 

Chukwuanu issue would have an impact on processing

application.

Muslim Alliance in

North America

3/Ted Lieber 71-0997466 Cincinnati

5/21/07
EOT 3/4/09

Applicant for C3 status endorsed Obama on

its website; its president was unindicted co -
conspirator in 93 World Trade Center plot .

Matt Parrish 6/30/2010 Briefed EO Director on 4/19/10.  Continue

researching other board members and officers

and coordinate with Joe Urban to help draft and

send additional development letter.

Methodist
International

1/ Ellen Berick 30-0347273 Cincinnati

4/07
EOT 2/08

Whether org providing consulting and

training to foreign entities operating health

care facilities qualifies for C3

Siri Buller 6/30/2010 Received comments from EO Guidance and now

making changes as a result.  Then send to

TEGE Counsel.

National Railroad

Retirement

Investment Trust

1/ Ellen Berick 01-6186277 8/4/08 Whether income earned from investment is

not subject to UBIT

Justin Lowe 6/30/2010 After conference of right, TP submitted additional

information as to  whether NRRIT’s assets are

not subject to UBIT as assets of the Federal
government.  Meeting with TEGE Counsel and

EP week of 3/29 to review and strategize as to

next steps.  Counsel reached out to

PassThroughs Counsel to explore grantor -trust

issue and waiting for reply.  Brief EO executives
when information is in from Counsel.

Tennessee Pooled

Assets

1/ Ellen Berick 62-1833034 Cincinnati

3/27/03
EOT

7/25/03

Whether trustee of pooled trust established

for disabled persons under Medicaid

program qualifies for C3 status

Susan Cundiff 6/30/2010 Hold conference of right with related case
(Family Trust of Mass.) , then send to Counsel for

concurrence for final adverse.

United Order of

Texas

2/Ron 
Shoemaker 

26- 
4728535 

2/16/2010 Whether organization with ties to polygamist

ranch qualifies for exemption as apostolic or

religious order under §501(d)

Leonard

Orcino

8/30/2010 Sent development letter on 4/6/10 and sent

development letter to related org. on 4/15/10.

World Wildlife Fund 2/Ron 
Shoemaker

52-1693387 11/6/09 Whether WWF’s sale of carbon credits is

substantially related to WWF’s exempt

purposes and thus not subject to UBIT

Meghan

Wrathall

8/30/10 WWF must modify its request to limit it to the

substantially related issue . Then send tech.

assistance to IT&A.

Bernice Bishop DBA 
Kamehameha

Schools

3/Ted Lieber 99-0073480 3/21010

PLR

received in

EO Tech. 

Whether a series of land transactions that

are taking place over a ten year period is

subject to UBIT.  We are expecting to get

more requests.

Peter Holiat 6/30/2010 TLS reviewing case and preparing draft r uling

and then will submit to Guidance and CC for

review.

Miss America 
Foundation 

2/Ron 
Shoemaker

27-0390958 3/1/2010

assigned in

EO Tech. 

Whether an organization that provides non -
forfeitable scholarships to Miss America

participants qualifies under § 501(c)(3) as an

affiliate of the National Miss America

pageant.

Len Henzke 9/30/2010 Reviewing response to development letter and

more development may be needed. 
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From: Biss Meghan R


Sent: Saturday, May 04, 2013 10:08 AM


To: Lerner Lois G; tobomatic@msn.com


Subject: Summary of Application


Attachments: One Fund Boston.docx


Lois:


Attached is a summary of the entire application from One Fund Boston. It includes the information from their initial


1023, our development letter, and their May 3 response. In it, I also point out situations where the revenue rulings they


cite aren’t exactly on point. Additionally, where they reference other victim compensation funds, I included the


information we have on those funds from internet research.


As a note, the Aurora compensation fund may be an issue for the community foundation that made the payments. The


CF is large enough (171 million on 2011 Form 990) that a 5 million payment to victims shouldn’t jeopardize their


exemption. But we won’t know anything for sure until their 2012 Form 990 is filed.


Also, this article re funds distributing money to victims is interesting:


http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2013/04/where -does-money-donated-victims-mass-shootings-go


After you have had a chance to look over this document, we can have a discussion about it and any questions prior to


your meeting with Steve.


Thanks,


Meghan
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